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Q3 Do you have any suggestions or comments on the above
design/project?
Answered: 112 Skipped: 32

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Would this increase rental of the current ice? 6/1/2021 9:01 AM

2 Not needed 6/1/2021 9:00 AM

3 We need a pool, so all the families do not have to drive out of town for swim lessons. 6/1/2021 8:54 AM

4 Why do we need 3 board rooms and why does figure skating club need so much space? I also
feel if we no longer have a banquet hall, we wont need a kitchen.

5/31/2021 10:29 PM

5 Indoor playground and/or indoor pool would be a nice option. 5/30/2021 11:30 PM

6 -would use playground outdoors -would love to see indoor playground 5/30/2021 11:25 PM

7 We would definitely LOVE to see a playground in this area of town. We would also potentially
use the gym facility for kids activities depending what is being offered. If there was a
swimming pool we would 100% have our children do their lessons in town.

5/30/2021 11:18 PM

8 Having an indoor pool I think would be great for the community!!! It would give people the
opportunity to do winter swimming into town instead of driving to another town.

5/30/2021 9:29 PM

9 I would not like to see a public pool as they do not generate enough income to cover operating
costs.

5/30/2021 5:02 PM

10 We have heard of an idea of second rink vs indoor pool or multi-court- unsure of all the
possible scenarios. The idea of a second rink sounds exciting for some. We are active
members of the DMH & DDFSC. However, there are many other residents in Mapleton who
would not utilize the extra ice pad- marginalized or not. Our community is known for its
hockey/figure skating but I believe this could be an opportunity to service other interests
including Rec leagues for other sports & possibly cultural interests as well. Will any of the
plans include a concession stand? Also, with the thoughts of a pool, I hope the upkeep costs
are thoroughly investigated prior- we do not support this option based on the townships current
ability or lack thereof to efficiently manage the arena. We have compared budgets to other
municipalities, and in our opinion mapleton falls short.

5/29/2021 10:14 PM

11 Hall still needs to be feasible for weddings & banquets, multi- purpose rooms - physical activity
or for what, don’t waste space putting walls up, making many rooms Basketball, volleyball,
pickel ball, etc. many rec leagues could be started. Stay within the 10 mil.

5/29/2021 11:42 AM

12 Would love to see a pool. There’s an increasing amount of young children in this town and an
indoor pool would be ideal. Surrounding townships would definitely support the use as well

5/29/2021 8:59 AM

13 Pool 5/29/2021 8:37 AM

14 A swimming pool would be a useful and I believe much used addition. It would provide jobs for
our youth (lifeguards)as well as lessons for our children. Could be used all year round.

5/28/2021 9:37 PM

15 I like the idea of a pool. Applying for the grant should not go toward town residents only like a
water tower or lagoon, we all pay taxes. A pool is usable for all Mapleton residents.

5/28/2021 9:25 PM

16 The playground is the most important thing. There is alot of growth happening on this side of
the river an no parks here for families

5/28/2021 4:19 PM

17 add a pool! 5/28/2021 10:51 AM

18 Indoor pool would be awesome 5/28/2021 8:15 AM

19 Add a restaurant 5/27/2021 6:45 PM

20 Love the walking track! 5/27/2021 2:07 PM
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21 It should be presented with the projected increase in taxes or cost attached to membership
fees for people to make an informed choice.

5/27/2021 2:05 PM

22 Where’s the pool? I don’t run or play hockey, skate a couple times a year for fun with the
family, but we all bike and swim. So the multi-use court and run track is cool I guess if people
will use it.

5/27/2021 1:58 PM

23 Really appreciate the thought and work that has gone into the initial design. Encourage staff
and Council to consider a Community Pool- which is far more accessible to a number of people
than a gym. Also really like the walking track and think that will be well used by several
members of our community.

5/27/2021 1:57 PM

24 Love the walking track. Would love a community pool as well. 5/27/2021 11:37 AM

25 I would enjoy an indoor pool 5/27/2021 11:13 AM

26 It would be amazing to see a pool! 5/27/2021 9:49 AM

27 A pool would be great 5/27/2021 8:47 AM

28 A pool would be great And a kids play area 5/27/2021 8:39 AM

29 A pool would be a great addition! 5/27/2021 8:38 AM

30 As the population is aging, walking/running track would include a large segment of population.
Personally not in favour of either design

5/27/2021 8:27 AM

31 Loss of the current rec room should not happen.#2 is better 5/27/2021 7:57 AM

32 Outdoor pool 5/27/2021 7:23 AM

33 It takes the community Center environment out of Drayton and puts it to Moorefield and Alma,
when Alma runs their own show that is owned by the municipality?

5/26/2021 10:58 PM

34 I find the current facility suitable for the communities use and see no need to expand the
facility.

5/26/2021 9:40 PM

35 Include a phase process for pool, rink and gym floor/track since this is the only site allotted for
these items. As the community grows each one of these items become more important.

5/26/2021 9:36 PM

36 Indoor pool 5/26/2021 9:15 PM

37 Mapleton really needs a POOL. So many community members leave the township for
swimming lessons, recreational swimming, swim team, etc. Mapleton residents have to pay
non-resident surcharges in Elmira and other locations. When residents leave town for these
services, they are also more likely to utilize other offerings in these larger centres when there
(groceries, shopping, etc). Let's keep our citizens in town, put in a pool, and keep shopping
local. Based on the population of Mapleton, and the forecasted growth, a pool is a necessity
for our citizens. There are so many young children that need to learn to swim. Swimming isn't
just a sport, it is a life saving skill. All children need the opportunity to learn to swim. We need
a pool so that our children learn to swim, and to keep our children safe. Please consider
redoing this project to include a pool - it doesn't have to be an indoor pool, just an outside pool.
Or, it could be two parts, first outdoor, with a phase 2 to make it indoor when funding becomes
available. There are many smaller communities that have a pool, and it has baffled me for
many years why Mapleton does not have one. I 100% support this project if it includes a pool.
I would support this project by donating and fundraising only if it includes a pool.

5/26/2021 9:15 PM

38 People would be better off playing those court type sports in the school gyms, since we have 2
in town and they do not get used. I would like to see a pool if operating costs are reasonable.
A second ice rink would also be a good idea, there is never enough ice time

5/26/2021 8:56 PM

39 The kitchen area appears smaller. Concern for community use and larger gatherings, size
would limit such events to take place in Drayton.

5/26/2021 8:53 PM

40 Pool 5/26/2021 8:26 PM

41 Add a pool? 5/26/2021 8:12 PM

42 A pool would be awesome! 5/26/2021 7:33 PM

43 Concern- kitchen seems to be in an odd place. For the farmstead, hockey tournaments and 5/26/2021 7:24 PM
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skating we use that kitchen and need a serving window and to serve food to the hall. I like how
other arenas have a mini stick area with a net. Would keep the kids out out of the hall at the
change rooms no or the lobby I like that the multi court area and the walking track. It can offer
different sport activities other than hockey and skating. Nice to see more board rooms! The
large entrance is really nice and needed. If the warm area gets full glass and better seating
that would be nice. It’s hard to see currently.

44 Pool 5/26/2021 6:33 PM

45 Waste of taxpayers dollars, road repairs, bridges etc are much more important! 5/26/2021 6:15 PM

46 Indoor pool , walking track 5/26/2021 4:53 PM

47 A second ice rink would be beneficial to our Figure skate club, and a pool would be fantastic
for our community.

5/26/2021 4:50 PM

48 Pool 5/26/2021 4:25 PM

49 Need bigger kitchen and gathering space 5/26/2021 4:25 PM

50 It would increase if there were a pool instead of courts 5/26/2021 4:01 PM

51 Increase the size of the kitchen. 5/26/2021 3:40 PM

52 A pool. I would love to have a pool in town to bring my daughter to. 5/26/2021 3:29 PM

53 I do not think the design fits current uses or give the opportunity for community functions such
as church meal, wedding Celebrations etc in a gymnasium type setting

5/26/2021 3:18 PM

54 I think the new additions of the multi court, running track and a playground would be great. 5/26/2021 3:12 PM

55 dont put apool in 5/26/2021 3:09 PM

56 Concerns: -Loss of hall -Loss of snack booth(unless that is combined with the kitchen?) -
Figure Skating changerooms appear smaller than ref rooms???

5/26/2021 3:04 PM

57 I love the idea of adding a park. Kids in the Ridgeview area have too far to travel to the other
parks in town. As a family that has to travel 25 mins out of town for swimming lessons a pool
would be great. An area for classes like gymnastics would be wonderful as well. We already
have a great arena. It would be great to make space for other year round activities.

5/26/2021 2:40 PM

58 Leave the kitchen do t make it smaller 5/26/2021 2:38 PM

59 Need to ensure keep large community space for bazaars, galas, weddings 5/26/2021 1:49 PM

60 Walking track and a pool 5/26/2021 1:37 PM

61 I feel that a pool would be a great addition to this community both for families and for job
creation for our teenagers. A larger scale kitchen then the one pictured would be ideal to
support all the community events that provide meals.

5/26/2021 1:32 PM

62 Would love to see a community pool. 5/26/2021 1:25 PM

63 Indoor pool 5/26/2021 1:18 PM

64 A pool indoor or outdoor would be lovely. A second rink as well. Walking track In my opinion is
not a priority.

5/26/2021 1:12 PM

65 Why put figure skating tucked away from the ice surface. Unless this is office space, it would
not be handy to get props, teaching aids, etc to the ice surface. Need more info.

5/26/2021 1:04 PM

66 Looks good, with lots of potential for other sports activities and leagues. What would the board
rooms be used for? Need a bigger kitchen to serve food at tournaments.

5/26/2021 1:00 PM

67 Pool and walking track 5/26/2021 12:55 PM

68 This project is a waste of tax payer money and would not benefit the community. Even with the
growing population it doesn't facilitate the expansion. Further more with the size of Mapleton
township only the people of Drayton would use this while everyone else is stuck paying for
something they didn't want.

5/26/2021 12:50 PM

69 The hall needs to stay intact. 5/26/2021 12:47 PM
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70 Not go ahead with any major additions (especially a pool)…I do not want my taxes to go up! 5/26/2021 12:33 PM

71 Yes. Build a water tower and wate water plant ( eng. Please look into mono's plant as they
have the same issues that Mapleton does ( lack of flow in the river in the summer) New waster
water plant = growing community = more taxes= more money in revenue. Also the parking lot
will he lost if you build on to the existing buidling.

5/26/2021 12:30 PM

72 Not happy about losing hall space. If a multi-court goes in and can still be used for hall events,
will the floor need to be covered to prevent damage? While it is great that Alma and Moorefield
have hall space, their capacities are not the same as the Drayton facility. Suggesting that
Drayton does not need a hall facility anymore because they are available in neighbouring towns
is kind of like saying Harriston does not need it's own facility because there is one in
Palmerston. Doesn't really serve the residents of THAT particular town. Running track is great,
if it is open daily without the need to pre-book.

5/26/2021 12:25 PM

73 Please put in a park. The young families In Drayton ridge have no facilities to play on this side
of town. Far to walk and big hills to bike up. There also needs to be a cross walk or lights.
Cars do not slow down coming into town. With the hill it is hard to see and unsafe

5/26/2021 12:13 PM

74 I don’t feel all the board rooms are necessary. And the indoor court could be something else. 5/26/2021 12:08 PM

75 Pool 5/26/2021 12:02 PM

76 Bad idea Loosing the hall, No kitchen attached to hall, No longer able to use for large events,
Weddings, Stag and doe's, Basically any event with a caterer/ Liquor Licence will not be as
easy and feasible and will drive away rentals.

5/26/2021 11:58 AM

77 My usage would increase if there was a pool (indoor or outdoor)! 5/26/2021 11:54 AM

78 Pool!!!! 5/26/2021 11:51 AM

79 Excited to see the variety of activities and events that could now happen in Mapleton. 5/26/2021 11:50 AM

80 Add a pool 5/26/2021 11:33 AM

81 Looks great, but I would love to see a pool put in! Drayton has the community for it and would
bring so many summer jobs to young adults!!

5/26/2021 11:25 AM

82 Drayton could really use an aquatic facility, pool with swim lanes and water aerobics and
swimming lessons for families.

5/26/2021 11:21 AM

83 Would love to see a pool Go into the arena . Would be great to be able to give my kids
swimming lessons . The walking track is great idea . Volleyball court or squash would also be
great .

5/26/2021 11:18 AM

84 - Pool is a bad idea due to cost and operating costs. - Multi use facility I do not think is the
right spot to spend the money for this community. We have an arena floor in the summer that
can be used for basketball, volley ball, pickle ball for example. My understanding is that no
organized sports use this floor in the summer. Very big shame that this space is not used!! - If
you are spending the money build a new arena with an additional half ice pad (practice pad) or
two pads. - Elevated running track is a great idea. - Why do we new need board rooms? Do we
not have a public library/town office that can be used for meetings. - Are we not able to use
school gymnasium for basketball for example. Why not use the resources we already have if
possible of course. - What is thought behind the multi purpose rooms? What do you think
these will be used for? - Why does the figure skating club have their own designated area? - I
am not a big fan of building the addition off the front of the building. Why not behind the arena
in the gravel area.

5/26/2021 11:18 AM

85 Pool or another ice pad. It’s already full with hockey, skating, etc. Having another one could
open up more public skating times or more rentals.

5/26/2021 11:16 AM

86 Pool would be great. 5/26/2021 11:03 AM

87 Pool would be lovely so we don't have to go out of town for lessons and birthday parties etc.
2nd ice pad would be nice since ice time is so hard to find (even in neighbouring Towns) Indoor
track is fabulous for all, especially for our seniors in the winter. Accessible park with similar
structures to Kate's Place in Elmira would be amazing!!! We drive there just to use it. Going to
the park with littles is challenging when there is no bathrooms around, would there be
accessible facilities to use (or a port-a-potty)?

5/26/2021 11:02 AM
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88 Pool!!! 5/26/2021 11:00 AM

89 Pool would increase and it use for sure! 5/26/2021 10:55 AM

90 A pool would be great in this town. 5/26/2021 10:55 AM

91 A pool ;) 5/26/2021 10:51 AM

92 An indoor pool would keep people from having to travel to Elmira, Fergus and Hanover. Why
are you taking away the hall with the attached kitchen? I do like the multi use court.

5/26/2021 10:48 AM

93 Indoor pool would be amazing! 5/26/2021 10:47 AM

94 I think adding in an outdoor pool with the option to turn it into an indoor pool would definitely
bring us to use the arena alot more. Doing an outdoor pool also gives you the possibility of
being able to use it with covid restrictions, therefore still bringing in some income. Right now, if
you don't play hockey or do figure skating there is nothing at the arena for you unless you are
attending an event.

5/26/2021 10:41 AM

95 It looks great! 5/26/2021 10:38 AM

96 Kitchen us too small. move the office and expand the kitchen. Multipurpose rooms should be
able to be combined into 1 larger hall. Why keep 2 change rooms beside ref rooms, what's the
purpose, we have beautiful huge change rooms that were paid for recently. The new entrance
looks big and a waste of space if it's an inside area that leads to a vestibule What's the figure
skating room for, they use the ref rooms? Where's the food booth?!?! And bar?

5/26/2021 10:35 AM

97 Accessible playground is a good idea, but I think one of the current playgrounds needs to be
made accessible and we don't need a 3rd playground. The only one that is ever packed with
kids is the ABC park. We take our younger kids down to the Kinsmen park which would be
similar to the distance people living up by the arena have to "travel" to get to a playground.

5/26/2021 10:35 AM

98 I believe we need a swimming pool and walking track a lot more than a second ice pad. With a
pool we can offer swimming lessons , Aquafit, family swim etc. We would be making a lot of
money from having a pool in town .

5/26/2021 10:30 AM

99 Second ice pad is needed 5/26/2021 10:30 AM

100 I would love to see a pool, we have 2 school gyms that can be used instead of a multicourt 5/26/2021 10:07 AM

101 An indoor pool would be great! We could do swimming lessons here in town and rent the pool
for birthday parties and such. It could provide employment opportunities for our youth as
lifeguards/swimming instructors. Love the multi court and elevated running track!! Having a
separate room for the figure skating club is great - they are important users of the facility. An
accessible playground promotes inclusivity and having a playground in that area of town is
great for the families living in that subdivision, which continues to expand.

5/26/2021 10:04 AM

102 Pool 5/26/2021 10:03 AM

103 Outdoor pool. This will justify year round management and seems to be the item most asked
for. Not to mention all the money spent on the community centre in the last few years will have
all been wasted with this new proposal (community centre Ramos, bathrooms and revamp all
done within the last few years)

5/26/2021 9:56 AM

104 Pool 5/26/2021 9:46 AM

105 Pool 5/26/2021 9:44 AM

106 Looks good but would love to see a pool for the growing town of Drayton. It would definitely be
used by all age groups.

5/26/2021 9:36 AM

107 Don't raise my taxes just to put a pool in. Stupid. Make a community hall we can use for
events

5/26/2021 9:27 AM

108 Add a pool with lessons for kids and open swim times for families. We would LOVE that! That
would get a lot more use from us (a young family) than a multi-court. We would only use the
ice and track if there is a multi-court there. We would use the ice, track and pool if there was a
pool. Basketball, volleyball, all the multicourt things are things we can do outside at parks. A
pool is very specialized in when and where we can use it.

5/26/2021 9:21 AM

109 A second ice pad would be very beneficial. As the community continues to grow and more and 5/26/2021 9:19 AM
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more families are signing up for Hockey & Skating our ice times are very limited.

110 Didn't the hall just go through Reno's? 5/26/2021 9:18 AM

111 Our attendance would increase with a walking track and/or pool. 5/26/2021 9:18 AM

112 None 5/26/2021 9:14 AM


